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Let C be a field of characteristic p^O, L a restricted finite dimen-

sional Lie algebra over C and m(L) its restricted enveloping algebra or

M-algebra [3, p. 192]. If ai, a2, • • • , an is an ordered basis for L, a

basis for w(L) is given by the monomials aI = aii • • ■ a'¿, 0^is<p

[3, p. 190].
Let 5 be the C-subspace of m(L) spanned by all these monomials

except ap1 • • • an~l. Then the usual straightening procedure, work-

ing both in the universal enveloping algebra and in w(L) and using

both commutation and the ^-power map, can easily be used (cf. [3,

Chapter V, especially Lemma 4, p. 189]) to prove

Lemma. Let a1 = a[1aii • ■ ■ a%, aJ = aila1¿ ■ • • a^. If H,i,+H,j.

<nip — l) then aTaJ is in S. IfHsi3 + H3js = nip — l)thenaIaJisinS

also unless for each s, l^s^n, i,+j„ = p—l, in which case aIaJ

=al~laP2~1 • • • av~x modulo S.

An associative algebra A is called a Frobenius algebra if there is a

left A -module isomorphism

A 3É Home iA, C) = A*,

where A* is a left A -module via (ar/>)(x) =0(xa) for d> in A* and a, x

in A [2, p. 3].

Theorem. Let L be a restricted finite dimensional Lie algebra over a

field C of characteristic p. Let w(L) be the u-algebra of L. Then w(L) is a

Frobenius algebra.

Proof. Let <j> in Homc(w(L), C) =w(L)* be given by

p—1    p—1 p—1
<j>iS) = 0,       4>iai   a2    • • • a„   ) = 1.

Let x be in m(L) and suppose x<p — 0. Using the basis described above,

x = Hcia1 with Ci in C. As usual we define degree a1 = degree

alla% • • • ok as Hsis and degree x as the maximum of the degrees of

the ai with Ci^O. If degree x = k and Ch^O for degree aH = k, we let

H' p—l—hi   p—l—hz p—l—hñ
a    = ai       a2        • • • an
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Then

0 = X(b(a   ) = 4>(a   x) = ch

by the lemma. Thus x = 0.

Clearly the map x-+xd¡ is a u(L) monomorphism of u(L) into

u(L)*. Since both are finite dimensional vector spaces of the same

dimension over C, this map must be an isomorphism.

Remarks.

1. It is easily seen by means of examples that the theorem cannot

be strengthened to show that u(L) is symmetric, i.e., that the iso-

morphism between u(L) and u(L)* can be chosen to be a two-sided

module map. For example, if C is an imperfect field of characteristic

two, ß in C but not in C2, L the C-derivation algebra of C(\/ß), then

u(L) is not symmetric.

2. Let hdR denote the left homological dimension of the P-module

M. It is known that if R is a Frobenius algebra over a field then

hdßM = 0 or » [2, Theorem 10]. Thus our theorem shows that for

any u(L)-module M we have hdu(L)M = 0 or «. This is part of Theo-

rem 5.1 of [l].
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